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A. Mission of RAJAGIRI-CASP
To improve quality of life of children, their families and communities by establishing
sustainable development processes.
B. Introduction
Presently, RAJAGIRI-CASP is supporting 4,200 children through various sponsors. The
guiding principle behind the activities of RAJAGIRI-CASP is the promotion of partnership
and development through community participation with the motto of “Child as the Focus,
Family as the Unit, and Community as the milieu of development.” Recently, RAJAGIRICASP has been tasked with a new and innovative project: the K.P Paul Project. The K.P Paul
Project particularly emphasizes family as the unit, as women are taking a step forward and
receiving the opportunity to provide for their families. RAJAGIRI-CASP’s directors have
expressed the importance of several monitoring tools to ensure the sustainability and success
of these new programs.
In order to tailor the increased support RAJAGIRI-CASP intends to deliver, data was
compiled to gain a better understanding of the specific needs and issues faced by the
stakeholders in this program. RAJAGIRI-CASP and three international students from the
United States, completing their Master in Public Health and Master in Business
Administration, collaborated together to create several monitoring tools. RAJAGIRI-CASP
will use these tools to determine the projected vs. actual goals of the project, track the
progress of the beneficiaries, and detect any necessary improvements. While RAJAGIRICASP was primarily responsible for the logistical aspects of the project, the students were
responsible for data collection and creation of the monitoring tools and surveys. This report
will identify the objectives of the program, how to measure these objectives, and thoroughly
explain how to use the monitoring tools. Furthermore, it will be used to design other
monitoring tools to help close the gaps in service in the future.
C. Background on K.P Paul Project – “Becoming an Entrepreneur”
This project was inspired by K.P Paul, owner of M/S Popular Vehicles and Services, a
charitable trust established in 2008 under The Public Charitable Trust Act. The aim of the
K.P Paul Project is to provide financial assistance to promote entrepreneurship development
projects in the Thrissur district for needy and eligible women entrepreneurs.
Selection Process
The RAJAGIRI-CASP office initially received 80 applications. The development promoters
and social workers of RAJAGIRI-CASP visited the families of the applicants in order to
assess the infrastructure availability, aptitude and initiative, and the experience and
entrepreneurship skills of these women. Based on the assessment of the RAJAGIRI-CASP
team, 35 applicants were invited for an interview, and 15 were selected to partake in this
particular project.
The 15 women selected to partake in the project are from the Ramavarmapuram, Parappur,
and Mulayam districts. Of the women selected, two hold a B.Com degree, three hold predegrees, two studied up to 9th standard, three attained their S.S.L.C degree, and one
completed her studies up until 4th standard.
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IGP Training in K.V.K
In May 2008, a three day training session on cows, quails, and goats was conducted for
beneficiaries at K.V.K in Mannuthy. Dr. Sebin was in charge of this training session, and
each day was allocated to a different animal. On the first day, he helped all the beneficiaries
understand how to look after the quails and explained how the shed should be built. He also
talked about issues regarding spacing capacity for quails in one shed, and explained the risk
factors of quails. Next, he showed several pictures in the system and a man with a poultry
farm came up to speak about his experience in the field. The day concluded with Dr. Sebin
George showing the quail farm in K.V.K to all the beneficiaries.
The second day the IGP training was for the cow beneficiaries and the class was conducted
by Dr. Anoob. He talked about shed management, animal insurance, and the cleaning and
feeding processes of the cow. He further discussed risk factors and explained how to detect
different types of diseases in a cow and how to take preventive measures. He concluded the
class by saying that if the beneficiaries care for the cow in a proper manner, the cow will be a
good income source for the family.
The third class was for the goat beneficiaries, and the class was conducted by Dr. Anoob and
Dr. Sani. The class began with a demonstration of different types of sheds, along with
different kinds of goats. He explained the differences among each type of goat and advised
on which ones are best suited to the climate in Kerala. He recommended that the
beneficiaries rear the goat for meat purposes, instead of milk and milk product purposes.
This is because goats provide small amounts of milk, which should be used for its kids. If
the milk is used for selling purposes, the goat’s kids will not properly grow because they will
not have sufficient milk intake. Furthermore, if the beneficiaries sell these kids when they
are not healthy, they will only get a small amount of income.
Project Inauguration
They all received checks at the inauguration event of the project. The inauguration of the
K.P Foundation Project was held on 7th June 2008 at the YMCA hall in Thrissur at 5:15pm.
Mrs. R. Bindu, Worshipful Mayor, Corporation of Thrissur, was the Chief Guest of the
function and she inaugurated the Project by lighting the lamp. The program was presided by
his Grace Dr. Mar Aprem Metropolitan Church of East in India. Eminent guest and
dignitaries from the K.P Paul Foundation, Popular Automobiles Pvt Ltd, and RAJAGIRICASP also attended the inauguration function.
Of the 15 women, five women are individually responsible for raising one cow, seven
women are individually responsible for raising five goats, and three women are individually
responsible for raising 300 quails. The financial assistance provided is to be used for the
purchase of cows, goats, and quails, maintenance and construction of cattle shed, feeds,
insurance, and medical insurance for the family.
The 15 women entrepreneurs are entitled with the following obligations:
• The purchasing and selling of various items their animal produces is tasked to the
entrepreneur
• 15% of the total project cost shall be contributed by the entrepreneur
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The entrepreneur shall repay the loan amount with 5% interest to the Bank account
opened for the project as per the sanction letter
The loan repayment period shall be 36 months
The entrepreneur shall maintain a register in which the daily income and expenditure
shall be noted.
Proper receipt shall be submitted to the executor on receipt of the loan.
Attendance at the weekly meetings during the first three months which are conducted to
review the progress of the project.

D. Background on Micro-finance Projects in Kerala
Over the course of the past several years, entrepreneurship amongst women in India has
increased and infiltrated into Kerala. As a result, there has been an influx in innovative
programs such as the K.P. Paul Project. These programs aim to provide opportunities to those
who have traditionally been excluded from the banking system by 1) helping them acquire
loans and 2) encouraging the development of various entrepreneurial abilities.
The primary goals of the K.P. Paul Foundation project are similar in many ways to the goals
of other micro-credit projects. The project borrows from the model pioneered by the
Grameen Bank. Under the Grameen model, loans are awarded mainly to women; the loans
are relatively small and have low interest rates, and no collateral is required from the
recipients of the loan.
In the context of the K.P. Paul project, the beneficiaries will not only gain skills in farming
and animal husbandry, but also enhance their ability to manage the related money and
resources. The monitoring tools are designed to track the beneficiaries’ development of these
skills.
E. Objectives of the K.P Paul Foundation Project
a. Facilitate and promote inborn entrepreneurial ability and skill among the
underprivileged women in society
b. Empower women to become self-reliant
c. Increase women’s family household income and improve quality of life
d. Enhance the current social status of women
e. Provide employment opportunities for other women in society
f. Expand the project to involve other women in the community
F. RAJAGIRI-CASP’s Role in Monitoring K.P Paul Project
Per the memorandum of understanding, RAJAGIRI-CASP is tasked with the following
responsibilities:
• Serve as the primary liaison between the collaborating agencies
• Implementation of the program and activities amongst the collaborating agencies
• Selection or termination of beneficiaries
• Monitoring of the project progress by delivering a consistent progress report of the
project to M/S Popular Vehicles and Services in a timely manner
• Meeting the cost of social workers appointed under this partnership
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Convening quarterly meetings of the PIC constituted with representatives from
RAJAGIRI – CASP and M/S Popular Vehicles and Services, Cochin
Assist the community in identifying genuine projects and implementing the same on
merit
Ensure that changes in the policies regarding the management of the project will be
carried out with mutual consent.

G. Measures for RAJAGIRI-CASP to Gauge Success of the Project
The student research team and RAJAGIRI-CASP staff collaborated and finalized the
following objectives, which will need to be assessed in January 2011:
• At least 85% of the women should gain two forms of entrepreneurial skills
• Monthly household income should increase by at least 20%
• At least 80% of the women should have improved their social skills
• Employment opportunities should be provided for at least 20 more women
• Each of the 15 beneficiaries should double the size of their farm
• Each of the beneficiaries should experience an overall increase in the score they receive
on the empowerment scale portion of the 6-month surveys.
• Expand project to 50 women beneficiaries by 2011
H. Process of Reporting System
RAJAGIRI-CASP will continue to monitor the project by making weekly house visits for the
first month and then continue to perform monthly visits thereafter, along with monthly group
meetings. The group meeting will take place at a centralized location, and all beneficiaries
will be expected to attend.
I. Methodology
The overall goal of this project was to create a monitoring tool for RAJAGIRI-CASP to assist
in the assessment of the effectiveness of the program and the tracking of beneficiary’s
progress.
The following steps were taken to develop the monitoring tools and determine the criteria
necessary to assess the overall success of the project:
 Utilized the literature on monitoring micro-credit type programs, allowing us to
better determine the measurement criteria of the project.
 Performed a series of interviews and arranged house visits to gather information
on the tools necessary to run a successful farming business
 Interviewed various RAJAGIRI-CASP personnel to determine the objectives of the
program and establish long term goals.
 Reviewed documentation, which included the tri-party contract, mission statement
of the K.P Paul Foundation, and detailed information on each of the 15
beneficiaries.
 Interviewed Dr. Sabin, Specialist in Veterinary Medicine, at the KVK Foundation
in Thrissur to collect information on the training the beneficiaries received in
May. We obtained details on the daily tasks for cows, goats and quails, as well as
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determined benchmarks for the income/expense generation for the various
animals.
 Conducted house visits to six of the 15 beneficiaries to observe their general
living conditions, space constraints for raising the animals, and understand their
motivations/perceptions of this project.
J. Explanation of Monitoring Tools
Based on the research conducted above, we created a three-layer monitoring process
allowing for the tracking of daily, monthly and bi-annual survey for all the beneficiaries.
Daily Tracking Charts (see Appendix 1)
The daily monitoring tool tracks the daily time each beneficiary spends on this project,
expenses and income generated for each animal, and time contributed by other members of
the beneficiary’s family and the community. The tool was created based on incorporating all
of the characteristics mentioned in the methodology section of this report and various other
resources focusing on entrepreneurial skill development and empowerment. Using this tool,
RAJAGIRI-CASP will be able to analyze the monthly household income increases and the
monetary opportunities that have been provided by this project.
Four copies of the daily tracking charts (Chart 1, 2, and 3) should be given to the
beneficiaries at the beginning of each month for each animal: cow, goat, and quail; each
beneficiary is expected to fill out Chart 1 and 2 on a daily basis and Chart 3 on a weekly
basis.
All animals: This tool is designed only to track the first rounds of animals purchased. As
noted above, dependent on the animal assigned, each beneficiary bought 1 cow, 5 goats, and
300 quails. All items - tasks, expenses, and income - should be entered in totality for the
K.P. Paul project. The women should enter the starting and ending balance into the
document, and this will be used to complete the monthly analysis. If the beneficiary buys
another animal in the next three years, then one should modify the first tab showing
“Summary of Beneficiaries” with the actual number of animals.
Chart 1: This chart allows the beneficiary to track and record the amount of time spent
performing each daily activity indicated. The beneficiaries should record the time they
themselves spent on caring for the animal in Chart 1 ONLY for those animals that were
purchased using the K.P. Paul loan or the animals’ offspring. Daily tasks are divided into
three columns: morning, afternoon, and evening; the minutes spent for each task during that
time of day should be entered in the boxes provided. At the end of the week, the beneficiary
should add the daily minutes for the week together and enter this number in the TOTAL last
column.
Chart 2: This chart allows the beneficiary to track and record the expenses and income
generated from this project on a daily basis. It will be the primary source of information for
income generation and will provide additional insight into the sustainability of the program.
With the combination of Chart 1 and 2, RAJAGIRI-CASP can determine whether the time
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beneficiaries spends on this project in correlated with the incremental increase (decrease) in
income. Chart 4 will help explain how this will be done.
Chart 3: This chart allows the beneficiary to track the amount of help (in minutes) a
beneficiary has received from other people in her family, as well as the community. This
worksheet should be filled out by the beneficiary on a weekly basis and will provide insight
to the beneficiary’s entrepreneurial abilities and the programs ability to foster empowerment
among the women in the program. The RAJAGIRI-CASP evaluator should particularly
examine what proportion of the work the beneficiary has actually conducted in comparison to
the others in a family. If more than 50% of the work is done by others, excluding the
beneficiary, it is a sign that she has not taken true ownership of the project, indicating that the
women are not being empowered as expected. However, it is also important for the
RAJAGIRI-CASP to understand the nature of the activities that the family is assisting with.
For instance, if the family is assisting with caring for the animals, and the woman is
managing the selling aspects, this could also be seen as an indicator of gaining managerial
skills.
Chart 4: This chart allows the RAJAGIRI-CASP representative to perform a monthly analysis
capturing a summary of time spent on tasks, expenditures used, and income earned. The
analysis should be based on the actual numbers provided by the beneficiaries. On the screen
shot page, there is a separate tab for each week (some months may have five weeks; therefore
we have included one extra tab. It is important NOT TO DELETE any of the tabs, as this
will cause the summary sheet to be altered. The administrator should enter the number of
animals in the first tab “Summary of Beneficiaries” in order for the document to correctly
calculate the projected vs. actual numbers. Each week, the administrator should collect the
weekly sheets from the participants and enter them into the system as recorded by the
beneficiary (Date, Starting Balance, Tasks, Costs and Revenues). The last tab, Summary of
Animal, will automatically calculate a summary for the tasks, expenses, and income on a
monthly basis, as well as an analysis of the projected vs. actual figures.* The only item that
needs to be filled in is the month of the survey and the worksheet
*Note: There may be some discrepancies due to the loan interest repayment, initial costs
associated at the 2 month mark, 6 month mark and so on so forth. The administrator should
take into account these changes when viewing the projected vs. actual analysis. All
assumptions are listed within the worksheet as well.
Below is an explanation of how to analyze the specific rows in the Summary of Animal tab:
Total Hours Over (Under) Spent: This measure indicates hours spent on caring for each
animal on a per animal basis; the indicator is based on projected time set forth by Dr. Sabin
for the current month. A negative amount indicates that not enough time was spent based on
projections and a positive amount indicates the amount of time the task exceeded the
projected hours.
Total Cost Exceeding Project: This measure provides RAJAGIRI-CASP with an idea on the
costs each beneficiary over or under spent for the current month. A negative sign indicates
that the beneficiary under spent what was expected on the various items to take care of the
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animal. The positive sign indicates the beneficiary spent more money than expected on
caring for the animal. Please note one file was created for the first month and a separate file
for the second month due to variations in cost for the first few weeks of the project.
Total Income Exceeding Projected: This measure allows RAJAGIRI-CASP to determine
whether the beneficiary is not making enough money to cover full costs (indicated by a
negative sign) or is making more money than projected (indicated by a positive sign). In the
cases where the beneficiary is not making enough money, an analysis should be completed
among the various beneficiaries to determine where the inefficiencies lie.
Total Profit Exceeding Projected: This measure allows RAJAGIRI-CASP to determine
whether the beneficiary is actually benefiting from the project in regards to income. The
amount indicated will show if the beneficiary made exactly what was expected (indicated by
a zero), less than expected (indicated by a negative amount) or more than expected (indicated
by a positive amount).
Ending Balance: This measure is determined based on the project since inception. The
ending balance totals the starting balance (which is rolled over every month) with the current
months balance to give you total profit made since inception.
This tool will allow RAJAGIRI-CASP to analyze the effectiveness of the K.P. Paul program
by measuring entrepreneurial skills and income generation of the women.
Surveys:
We created two different surveys, one to be completed by the beneficiaries every month and
one every six months of the program. Both surveys were designed to measure the following:
1) an increase in entrepreneurial skills and employment opportunities, 2) empowerment of
the women, and 3) the strength and sustainability of the program.
Increase in entrepreneurial skills and employment opportunities
The first measure of this project is for women to gain entrepreneurial skills. According to the
standard dictionary definition, an entrepreneur is defined as “a person who organizes and
manages any enterprise, especially a business, usually with considerable initiative and risk.”
Additionally, an entrepreneur should possess the following qualities and characteristics:
• Time management skills: An entrepreneur should have the ability to utilize resources
effectively and understand how much time a particular task should take and know
how to complete a given job within the allocated time.
• Organizational skills: Organizational skills are essential to the success of any
business, and an entrepreneur should be able to see the big picture of any project.
• Delegation skills: As an entrepreneur, one should have the ability to know when to
properly delegate a task, and when to take on the job herself.
• Communication skills: In order for a business to grow, an entrepreneur must have the
ability to communicative effectively not only with those who she is delegating tasks
to, but with those people she will use to expand her business.
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Expansion of resources: As part of gaining entrepreneurial skills, the women in the
program should be cognizant of providing employment opportunities for other
women in the community.
Search for New Ideas and Innovation: Entrepreneurs should also have the ability to
make connections with previously unrelated facts and seek opportunities created by
converging trends in the market or business.

Empowerment of Women
The second measure of the program is empowerment of women. The empowerment scale
utilized in this report is based on information from the World Bank Policy Research Working
Paper 3510, (February 2005 by Alsop and Heinsohn) entitled, “Measuring Empowerment in
Practice: Structuring Analysis and Framing Indicators,” in which a number of empowerment
indicators are provided. The same paper also provides the following definition of
empowerment: “...a person’s capacity to make effective choices; that is, as the capacity to
transform choices into desired actions and outcomes.”
The statements on the survey are designed to take into account the beneficiaries’ ability to
make decisions that affect their households, and their level of involvement in their
communities.
Strength and Sustainability of Program
The last measure of the program is ensuring the strength and sustainability of the program.
We have designed questions to assess the difficulties and successes each beneficiary has
undergone throughout the course of the program. This will be especially useful when
RAJAGIRI-CASP and the K.P Paul Foundation expand the program; it will provide a
benchmark to see what the RAJAGIRI-CASP office must do to improve the current program.
The staff also needs to track new purchases of the animals, confirm that the health of the
animals are in good shape, and track the amount of the loans that the women have been
required to pay back, as these are all indicators measuring the sustainability of the project.
The monthly survey uses a format of short answer and multiple choice questions, as well as a
series of continuous scale items. The six month survey measures all three items noted above,
along with assessing the long term goals of the project. The six month survey asks questions
that are not necessary to ask daily or monthly, but are still useful for RAJAGIRI-CASP to
paint a picture of where the program stands in relation to meeting its objectives.
Monthly Survey (see Appendix 2)
Part 1: This part consists of short answer and multiple choice questions.
breakdown of the questions, along with the associated objective:
Objective

Corresponding Questions

Strength and sustainability of the program

1,2,3,4,6

Empowerment

5

Increase entrepreneurial skills/employment
opportunities

6,7,8,9,10
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Below is a

Part 2: This part uses a five-point ordered response format and consists of 12 questions,
which all target the objective of entrepreneurial skill development. Of the 12 statements, the
first six are positively phrased and a response of “strongly agree” or “agree” is expected of a
beneficiary whose entrepreneurial skills are improving. The last six statements are
negatively phrased, and a response of “disagree” or “strongly disagree” is expected of a
beneficiary whose entrepreneurial skills are NOT improving.
The following table explains how to derive an aggregate score for each of the questions; each
item can be between 1 and 5 points. This can be interpreted as 1 point being for the “least
entrepreneurial” response, and 5 points for the “most entrepreneurial” response to each item
(this only applies of course to some questions). The results should be scored in the following
manner:
Items 1 through 6

Items 7 through 12

Response

Score (points)

Response

Score (points)

1

5

1

1

2

4

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

2

4

4

5

1

5

5

Once all of the questions have been scored, the administrator should add up the scores in
total across all questions for each person. The lowest possible score is a 12 (1 point for each
of the 6 items), indicating that the beneficiary lacks entrepreneurial skills. The highest
possible score is a 60, indicating that the beneficiary has a fine entrepreneurial skill set. For
each of the beneficiaries, the monitors should look for specific changes, such as moving from
a lower score to a higher one over the course of the program.
To determine the overall effectiveness of the program, the administrator should add the total
points of each of 15 beneficiaries’ surveys. A minimum of 180 points (minimum of 12
points per person multiplied by 15 beneficiaries) indicates the project has not increased the
overall beneficiaries’ entrepreneurial skills. The highest possible score would be 900 (60
points per person multiplied by 15 beneficiaries), indicating the beneficiaries have learned
increased their entrepreneurial skills.
The limitations of these surveys will be discussed in the limitations portion of this report.
Long-term Surveys (see appendix 3)
The purpose of the long-term surveys is to track the progress of the project and assess the
women's entrepreneurial development. It is more effective to review empowerment over
longer periods of time, rather than on a daily or monthly basis. Consequently, we created
three versions of the survey, which are all to be given to beneficiaries every six months:
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1. The survey titled Long Term Survey-Project Start-June 2008 is to be given at the
beginning of the program. This survey allows RAJAGIRI-CASP to gauge the skills
beneficiaries are most interested in gaining, and further gives RAJAGIRI-CASP an
idea of their objectives and goals of the project. These goals can be later used to
determine the beneficiaries’ accomplishments.
2. The survey titled Long Term Survey-Six month survey is to be given in January 2009
and June 2009 (one year mark), allowing RAJAGIRI-CASP to assess the
beneficiaries’ stated goals, along with their level of involvement over the course of
the first year of the project.
3. The last survey titled Long Term Survey- End of project- June 2011 is to be given at
the end of the three years. These surveys will help RAJAGIRI-CASP field workers
ensure that the women have achieved their goals/objectives. Moreover, the survey
will provide insight on the women's obstacles throughout the project, how they
handled them, and identify the successes of the project.
All three versions of these long-term surveys are comprised with the format noted below:
Part 1: This part includes multiple choice questions, which focus on the beneficiary’s skill
development, their perceptions of the program, and their level of involvement. The format of
these questions should make interpreting the beneficiary’s responses fairly straightforward.
Part 2: This part consists of a monitoring tool that uses a 10 item scale to estimate a
beneficiary's level of empowerment. Measuring empowerment is quite challenging, but this
tool attempts to place a numerical value on the beneficiary's level of empowerment. It is not
meant to be a comprehensive assessment of an individual's level of empowerment, but a
quick and easy to use tool for acquiring a rough estimate. If the beneficiary's level of
empowerment improves over the course of the 3-year project, this scale should indicate such.
It will be extremely difficult to establish a causal link between the K.P. Paul program and the
increase in empowerment. If there are improvements in the empowerment of these
individuals, then one of the program objectives have been met. If there are improvements in
empowerment, the RAJAGIRI-CASP field workers should also determine whether the
increase in empowerment was due to the K.P Paul Project. If no improvement is seen in the
empowerment of the women the program, RAJAGIRI-CASP field workers should reassess the
program to determine why the objectives are not being met.
The scale yields a score between 10 and 50 per person, with 10 being the least empowered
and 50 being the most. The scale consists of 10 items, which each use a 5-point continuous
scale. The first 5 items are positively phrased, and a response of “strongly agree” or “agree”
is expected from an empowered individual. The second 5 questions are negatively phrased,
and a response of “disagree” or “strongly disagree” is expected from an underpowered
individual.
The following table explains how to derive an aggregate score for each of the questions; each
item can be between 1 and 5 points. This can be interpreted as 1 point being for the “least
entrepreneurial” response, and 5 points for the “most entrepreneurial” response to each item
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(this only applies of course to some questions). The results should be scored in the following
manner:
Items 1 through 5

Items 6 through 10

Response

Score (points)

Response

Score (points)

1

5

1

1

2

4

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

2

4

4

5

1

5

5

The lowest possible score is a 10 (1 point for each of the 10 items) per survey, which
indicates that the beneficiary is very much lacking in empowerment. On the other hand, the
highest possible score is a 50 per survey, which would indicate that the beneficiary is fully
empowered. For each of the beneficiaries, RAJAGIRI-CASP should look for a movement
from a lower score to a higher one over the course of the program
Part 3: This part is comprised of short answer questions and the questions deal with the
beneficiary's perceptions of the program, as well as their own plans in terms of the program.
In this portion, the beneficiaries are asked to think about how they are progressing, and to set
tangible goals for the future.
These surveys can also be used as the basis for more frequent surveys (every 6 months), but
the questions in parts one and three should be modified to reflect the state of the program at
that point in time. The empowerment survey in part two should be given at the end of the
project to determine whether there has been a change in the beneficiaries’ level of
empowerment. It can also be given over the course of the program to track any changes
which have occurred.
Dialog Boxes (see appendix 4)
This tool provides an open forum for the beneficiaries to address people involved in the
program. It was originally developed in the context of a community HIV prevention
program (Roe and Roe, “Dialogue Boxes: A Tool for Collaborative Process Evaluation,”
Health Promotion Practice, 2004; Volume 5). The tool is most effectively used during group
meetings and should be given anonymously. At the end of the meeting, the beneficiaries
should take a few minutes to fill out any of the boxes they choose. Prior to handing out the
dialog boxes, RAJAGIRI-CASP field workers should clearly explain that they are not
obligated to write something in every box and this is simply an open forum to discuss any
concerns or accolades. The purpose is to provide an open and anonymous forum where the
beneficiaries feel free to speak their mind. For that reason, they should feel free to write
anything they might wish to say to the people listed on the form, even if it is not directly
related to their animals (i.e. “The chai served at this meeting was cold!” or “Happy Birthday
Nalini!!”).
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K. Limitations
There are a few limitations to our data collection and methodology worth mentioning:
Firstly, although measures to determine the overall effectiveness of the program have been
identified, the RAJAGIRI-CASP staff may not be able to determine whether some
improvements in the women are a direct result of the K.P project. For instance, one of the
women beneficiaries might undergo a life-changing incident in the next year, such as leaving
an abusive relationship, leading to her to become more vocal. Thus, the change in this
particular woman cannot be attributed to the K.P Paul project.
Secondly, although we conducted numerous field visits, it is likely that we may have
received biased information. For example, the beneficiaries may not have felt as comfortable
providing information to us because we only had the opportunity to spend limited time with
them.
Thirdly, these monitoring tools should not replace regular field visits and informal interviews
with all the beneficiaries. There is a chance that beneficiaries in the program could be
intimidated with formal surveys, and may not answer all the questions truthfully. For
example, by expressing their true concerns, they may fear their husbands, or even the
community. The dialogue boxes are an attempt to solve this problem, as they are meant to be
anonymous, and the beneficiaries will feel more comfortable answering the questions in a
candid manner. However, the RAJAGIRI-CASP field workers should also make sure and ask
each beneficiary about their concerns in an informal manner.
All of the factors above should be taken into consideration when analyzing the data and
monitoring the program.
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Appendix 1: Daily Tracking Charts (Cow, Goat, Quail)

Daily Tracking Charts for Program Members of the K.P Paul Foundation (Cow)
Please take a few minutes each day to provide the following information:
Name:

Age:

Panchayat:

District:

Monthly Household Income:

Date for Week (From
to
)
Chart 1: For each day, please indicate the amount of time (in minutes) spent doing the following activities for your sponsored cow.
Sunday

Monday

Morning Afternoon Evening

Tuesday

Morning Afternoon Evening

Wednesday

Morning Afternoon Evening

Thursday

Morning Afternoon Evening

Friday

Morning Afternoon Evening

Saturday

Morning Afternoon Evening

Week

Morning Afternoon Evening

Total

Clean Shed/
Remove Dung
Milk Cow
Feed Cow
Collect Grass/
Graze Cow
Sell Milk
Other Tasks

Chart 2: Please indicate the amount of money spent and earned on each of the daily tasks.
Starting Balance

Sunday

Monday

Purchase of Cow
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Insurance for Cow

Expenses (A):

Medical Insurance for Family
Fee for Selling Milk
Packaging
Loan Payment
Other Costs
Total:
Total Quantity Milk Produced
(Liter)

Income(B):

Milk (Rs.)
Dung/ Manure
Total

Ending Balance (B-A)
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Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Total

Appendix 1: Daily Tracking Charts (Cow, Goat, Quail)

Daily Tracking Charts for Program Members of the K.P Paul Foundation (Goat)
Please take a few minutes each day to provide the following information
Name:

Age:

Date for Week (From

Panchayat:

District:

to

Monthly Household Income:

)

Chart 1: For each day, please indicate the amount of time (in minutes) spent doing the following activities for your sponsored goat.
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Week

Morning Afternoon Evening Morning Afternoon Evening Morning Afternoon Evening Morning Afternoon Evening Morning Afternoon Evening Morning Afternoon Evening Morning Afternoon Evening

Total

Clean Shed/
Remove Dung
Milk Goat
Feed Goat
Collect Grass/
Graze Goat
Other:

Chart 2: Please indicate the amount of money spent and earned on each of the daily tasks.
Starting Balance

Expenses (A):

Income (B)

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Purchase of Goat
Construction of Shed
Concentrate Feed
Insurance for Goat
Medical Insurance for Family
Fee for Selling Milk
Loan Payment
Packaging
Other Costs
Total:
Milk
Dung/ Manure
Meat
Other:
Total:

Ending Balance (B-A)
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Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Total

Appendix 1: Daily Tracking Charts (Cow, Goat, Quail)

Daily Tracking Charts for Program Members of the K.P Paul Foundation (Quail)
Please take a few minutes each day to provide the following information:
Name:

Age:

Date for Week (From

Panchayat:

District:

to

Monthly Household Income:

)

Chart 1: For each day, please indicate the amount of time (in minutes) spent doing the following activities for your sponsored quail.
Sunday

Monday

Morning Afternoon Evening Morning Afternoon Evening

Tuesday
Morning Afternoon Evening

Wednesday
Morning Afternoon Evening

Thursday

Friday

Morning Afternoon Evening

Saturday

Morning Afternoon Evening

Week

Morning Afternoon Evening Total

Feed Quail,
Clean/Refill
Water
Removal of
Dung/ New
Sheets

Collect Eggs

Other Tasks

Chart 2: Please indicate the amount of money spent and earned on each of the daily tasks.
Starting Balance
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

Expenses (A):

Purchase of Quail
Purchase of Cage
Feed
Fee for Selling Eggs
Loan Payment
Packaging for Eggs
Other Fees
Total:
Eggs

Income(B):

Meat
Total:

Ending Balance (B-A)
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Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Total

Appendix 1: Daily Tracking Charts (Cow, Goat, Quail)
Chart 3: Please assess the contributions of various people to the K.P Paul project in the table below.
Contribution to the project, in hours/ week. (If What are the key
Person
someone did not contribute, please write 0).
contributions made by
You

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

Your spouse

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

Your children

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

Your
neighbors/
community

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

Your extended family
If so, who:________
__________________

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

Others
If so, who:________
__________________

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
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Appendix 1: Daily Tracking Charts (Cow, Goat, Quail)
Chart 4: Monthly Analysis for RAJAGIRI-CASP personnel to fill in once the weekly results have been collected. (Note a Tab for each week where the
program administrator will enter the date every month.)
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Appendix 2: Monthly Survey for Beneficiaries
Part 1: Please answer the following questions.
1. Please indicate any difficulties you have encountered with your cow:
Health of the animal

Selling of products

Feeding

Determining whether to sell products
in the community or to the Society

Family Support
Other_________________
2. Please indicate the activities you spend less time on because you are caring for your animals:
Watching Television

Vacation/Holidays

Caring for children

Sleeping

Household duties

Other___________________

3. In the past month, have you acquired any new animals as part of the K.P. Paul project, either
through birth or purchase? If so, please provide details.

4. Have you taken your cow to get de-wormed? Have you noticed any abnormal changes in your
cow?

5. Please describe any decisions you have made this month that have positively affected your family
or community.

6. How much of the loan have you paid back this past month? How much money do you have
remaining?

7. In the past month, have you developed any NEW social connections as a result of this project? If
yes, please list the names and your relationship with them.

8.

Who are your primary customers? How did you find them?

9. What is your average monthly expenditure on food? Have you added any new food items to your
daily diet?
10. As a result of this project, have you provided any employment opportunities for anyone else this
month?
a. If yes, please name the employees.
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Appendix 2: Monthly Survey for Beneficiaries
Part 2: Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements by
circling a number:
1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = neutral, 4 = disagree, 5 = strongly disagree
1. I feel that I have the ability to express my thoughts in a clear and concise manner.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
2. I've learned how best to divide my time between this and other obligations.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
3. This program has helped me get closer to achieving my goals.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
4. I have learned new money management skills from this program.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
5.

I have actively searched for new ways to expand my business.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5

6. I have been able to communicate more effectively with my existing social connections.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
7.

It is challenging for me to maintain my daily accounts book.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5

8. I feel shy when communicating with other people in society.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
9. I've been unable to find places to sell my animal's byproducts.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
10. I have a hard time making business decisions regarding this project.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
11. I have been spending too much time on less important tasks of this project.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
12. I have not been able to negotiate better prices for food and supplies for my animal.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
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Appendix 3: Long-term Assessment Surveys – Project Start
June 2008 Survey
Part 1: Please check () the appropriate boxes and select ONLY TWO of the following
choices. If you select other, please write in the reason.
1. When I think about this project, I feel…
A sense of accomplishment

Happy

Anxious that I may not do well

Nervous

Very enthusiastic

Other___________________

2. Why do you think you were selected for this project?
Luck

My family status

God and faith

My intelligence

My hard work

Other___________________

3. During the course of this project, I would be most satisfied if I gained the following skills.
Money management

How to manage resources effectively

Communication skills

How to raise animals properly

Ability to make decisions on my own

Other___________________
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Appendix 3: Long-term Assessment Surveys – Project Start
Part 2: Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements by
circling a number:
1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = neutral, 4 = disagree, 5 = strongly disagree
1. The number of people I interact with on a weekly basis has increased since I began this project.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
2. My husband and I determine the size of our family together.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
3. If I disagree with my husband, I usually tell him.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
4. I am actively involved in a religious, political or community organization.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
5. The decisions I make tend to result in the desired outcome.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
6. I do not have a say in how my household's income is spent.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
7. I do not have the able to improve my family's quality of life.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
8. I usually do not vote in local, state, and national elections.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
9. I am not involved in our family’s decision making.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
10. I do not feel like an active member of my community.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
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Appendix 3: Long-term Assessment Surveys – Project Start
Part 3: Please answer the following questions by completing the short lists.
1. What are your key goals and objectives with respect to this project?
a. What do you hope to accomplish in the next 6 months?

b. What do you hope to accomplish in the next year?

c. What is your long term goal for 3 years from now?

2. In one sentence, please explain what qualities you think entrepreneurship entails?

3. How much money do you expect to make from this project in the next year?
4. Looking at the future, are you expecting any threats/obstacles regarding this project?
□ Yes
□ No
a. If yes, please list the threats and obstacles.

b. How do you plan to handle these threats /obstacles?

5. Please list any suggestions or improvements you think are necessary for this project.

Thank you for filling out the survey!!
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Appendix 4: Long-term Assessment Surveys – 6 month progress
Part 1: Please check () the appropriate boxes and select ONLY TWO of the following choices. If you
select other, please write in the reason.

1. During the past six months of this project, I feel as if I have gained the following skills.
Money management

How to manage resources effectively

Communication skills

How to raise animals properly

Ability to make decisions on my own

Other___________________

2. Of the two choices you selected, please describe how you think you gained these skills.

Part 2: Please answer the following questions.
1. Have you accomplished the goals you noted in the survey 6 months ago?
□Yes
□No
a. If no, why not?

2. How has this changed the dynamic within the household?

3. How much of the loan have you paid back in the past 6 months? How much money do you have
remaining?

4. What are your key goals and objectives with respect to this project?
a. What do you hope to accomplish in the next 6 months?

b. What do you hope to accomplish in the next year?

5. Looking back at the project, the key difficulties for me were:
a. What are the main reasons these difficulties occurred?

b. How did you handle the issues that you mentioned above?
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6. Looking at your own life, what are the key changes that have arisen in your life due to this
project?

7. Have you made any new home purchases within the last 6 months?
□Yes
□No
a. If yes, please list the items and the amount of each purchase.

8. Looking back at the project, the key successes that occurred were:

a. What are the main reasons these positive outcomes occurred?

9. In one sentence, please explain what qualities you think entrepreneurship entails?

10. Have you purchased any new animals?
□Yes
□No
a. If yes, please list the number and type of animals.
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Appendix 4: Long-term Assessment Surveys – 6 month progress
Part 3: Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements by
circling a number:
1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = neutral, 4 = disagree, 5 = strongly disagree
1. The number of people I interact with on a weekly basis has increased since I began this project.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
2. My husband and I determine the size of our family together.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
3. If I disagree with my husband, I usually tell him.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
4. I am actively involved in a religious, political or community organization.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
5. The decisions I make tend to result in the desired outcome.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
6. I do not have a say in how my household's income is spent.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
7. I do not have the able to improve my family's quality of life.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
8. I usually do not vote in local, state, and national elections.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
9. I am not involved in our family’s decision making.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
10. I do not feel like an active member of my community.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
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Appendix 5: Long-term Assessment Surveys – End of project
June 2011 Survey
Part 1: Please check () the appropriate boxes and select ONLY TWO of the following choices. If you
select other, please write in the reason
1. During the past three years, I feel as if I have gained the following skills.
Money management

How to manage resources effectively

Communication skills

How to raise animals properly

Ability to make decisions on my own

Other___________________

2. Of the two choices you selected, please describe how you think you gained these skills.

Part 2: Please answer the following questions with short answers.
1. Have you accomplished your goals noted in the previous surveys?
□Yes
□No
a. If no, why not?

2. How much of the loan have you paid back? How much money do you have remaining?

3. How has this project changed the dynamic within the household?

4. Looking back at the project, the key difficulties for me were:
a. What are the main reasons these difficulties occurred?

b. How did you handle the issues that you mentioned above?

5. Looking at your own life, what are the key changes that have arisen in your life due to this
project?

6. Looking back at the project, the key successes that occurred were:
a. What are the main reasons these positive outcomes occurred?
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Appendix 5: Long-term Assessment Surveys – End of project
7. In one sentence, please explain what qualities you think entrepreneurship entails?

8. Have you purchased any animals since the inception of this project?

□Yes

□No

a. If yes, please list the number and type of animals.
Part 3: Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements by
circling a number:
1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = neutral, 4 = disagree, 5 = strongly disagree
1. The number of people I interact with on a weekly basis has increased since I began this project.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
2. My husband and I determine the size of our family together.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
3. If I disagree with my husband, I usually tell him.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
4. I am actively involved in a religious, political or community organization.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
5. The decisions I make tend to result in the desired outcome.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
6. I do not have a say in how my household's income is spent.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
7. I do not have the able to improve my family's quality of life.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
8. I usually do not vote in local, state, and national elections.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
9. I am not involved in our family’s decision making.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
10. I do not feel like an active member of my community.
1-------2-------3-------4-------5
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Appendix 6: Dialogue Boxes for Beneficiaries

K. P Paul Foundation Project
Dialog Boxes for Group Meetings
Is there anything you would like to say to the following people?
Please place comments in the boxes below.
RAJAGIRI-CASP Main Office, Kalamassery:

The RAJAGIRI-CASP Social Workers:

Ms. Nalini (field coordinator):

Village Development Committee (public representatives):

Thank you for participating in the survey!!
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Appendix 7: Methodology – Field Visit Summaries
Visit 1: 19/06/08
This is an account of the field visit to Thrissur made by the three student interns from the United States, Andrew
Pritchard, Ashika Patel, and Shachi Khichadia. They have been tasked to work with RAJAGIRI-CASP to create a
system for monitoring the progress of the K.P. Paul Foundation project, and this was their first field visit since the
inauguration event.
The day began with a visit to the RAJAGIRI-CASP field office in Thrissur.
There, the students met with Mr. Praveen, Ms. Jomy, Ms. Nalini and Mr.
Jineshlal, and received feedback on the survey questions and data entry forms
they had created earlier that week. Preceding the house visits, Ms. Jomy and
Mr. Praveen accompanied them to the Krishi Vijnanakendram (KVK) School,
where the 15 beneficiaries of the K.P. Paul project received their training in
animal husbandry in early May. The students met with Dr. Mr. Seban and a
few other colleagues to learn about the particulars of raising cows, goats, and
quail. The information received included details on feeding, milking, potential
income, health, hygiene and daily activities necessary in caring for these three animals. The meeting was useful in
helping them understand what the beneficiaries will be doing and the steps needed to take care of these animals.
The information will be used to construct forms which will be filled out daily and weekly by the beneficiaries, and
will assist the RAJAGIRI-CASP staff track progress of the project.
After meeting with the KVK staff, the three students, along with Ms. Jomy and Mr. Praveen, set out to visit one of
the women beneficiaries, Mrs. Sumi Shynoj, in Mulayam. She will be raising
quail as part of the K.P. Paul project. Her home is fairly large with an animal
shed in the back yard. She is apparently very shy, and disappeared after greeting
us. Her husband, who is a goldsmith, was home, and was able to answer some of
our questions. He stated that he is happy she is involved in the program because
the group meetings will be a reason for her to get out of the house once in a
while, and the loan money will allow them to expand their home farming
operation. They already have several hundred quail, in addition to rabbits,
chickens, turkeys, doves, and a few other varieties of birds. Currently, Ms. Sumi
is waiting for her check to go through the bank system, and has already placed an
order for 300 quail at 18 Rs. per bird. Since they are currently raising quail, they
already have a cage.
In the afternoon, the group visited the five beneficiaries in the
Ramavarmapuram Panchayat. There, the first beneficiary we visited
was Mrs. Sicily Wilson, who will also be raising quail. She lives in a
small brick home on a two cent plot provided by the government. She
and her husband, a contract worker, are extremely excited about this
opportunity. As a result of this project, they hope to raise money so they
can move into a larger home, along with owning more animals one day.
She informed us that she is not nervous about taking on this
responsibility because her husband has farming experience and will be
able to help. However, she is concerned about the small space available
in her present living situation. Mrs. Wilson is waiting for her check to
be processed, and has placed orders for quail at 18 Rs. per bird and a
cage costing 6,000 Rs.
Next, the group visited Ms. Nalani’s home, and she lives in a home on a six cent plot of land. She already has one
cow and the second one will arrive next week. In addition to being a beneficiary of the program, she is also the
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Appendix 7: Methodology – Field Visit Summaries
group coordinator of the 15 beneficiaries and is happy to be involved. Ms.
Nalini’s long-term goals are to have a larger farm one day (with a minimum of
five cows) and help more women get involved with the K.P Paul program.
Her mother lives with her, and is already
helping to look after one cow. She spends
around two hours caring for the cow, and
another hour gathering grass to feed it. She
is able to sell the cow's milk at the Society
and to neighbors.
She has begun
construction of the shed, which will be able
to house multiple cows. Due to the income earned from raising her first cow,
Ms. Nalini had the ability to pay back her school loans and pay for her sister’s
wedding.
The next stop was at the home of Ms. Mery Simon, who will raise goats. Her family lives in a newly constructed
concrete home built by her husband, a mason. She said she spends most of her time at home alone, and is excited
about the new social connections she will build through her involvement in the program. Furthermore, she hopes
the extra money will help them repay the loan they received to build their home. Mrs. Simon's check is still being
processed by the bank. She has been looking at three goats in the area, and plans to begin construction of a shed in
the next few days.
Following that, the next visit was at Ms. Mini Wilson’s home, where she
will raise goats. She lives in a concrete and brick home, which is still
under construction. Over a discussion with
tea and fresh jackfruit, she stated that she is
very happy that the program will encourage
her to be more active and her goal is to
expand her farm and own more goats one day.
Her husband, who was initially hesitant about
the project, is now very pleased with the
project because he sees a great potential for
expansion in the project and Ms. Wilson will no longer be sitting at home all day. Ms.
Mini is still waiting for her money from the bank, but has already purchased two fullgrown goats and one kid for a total of 7,500 Rs. She purchased a local breed in order
to avoid any health troubles. She has also built a shed, which is attached to the back of her house.
Our last visit of the day was to Ms. Lissy Pathrose, who will also be raising
goats. She lives with her family in a small house and hopes the increased
income from the project will help her provide for her
family, especially her father, who is in poor health.
She has past farming experience and already owns six
goats. Although she has not yet received her money
from the bank, she has already purchased five goats
for a cost of 8,500 Rs. She already has a goat shed
attached to the side of her house, which she has begun
to expand to make room for the new goats.
None of the beneficiaries reported difficulties in looking for or purchasing the animals for this project and all
seemed to be really enthusiastic to start the project. The students had planned to spend another day in the field
visiting the beneficiaries in Parappur, but due to a strike in Thrissur, they had to return to Rajagiri School that
evening. Nevertheless, the information they gathered will help them understand the project and design a
monitoring system for the RAJAGIRI-CASP staff so that they can monitor the success of this program in the
upcoming years.
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Visit 2: 27/06/08
Later in the afternoon, Mr. Praveen and Ms. Nalini awaited the students at the Tholar RAJAGIRI-CASP office and
finalized the surveys and daily tracking charts for the women beneficiaries of the K.P Paul Foundation Project. The
students gave Ms. Nalini a brief orientation on how to distribute and evaluate the surveys on a monthly, biannually, and annual basis. She appeared to be satisfied with the content of the surveys and expressed comfort in
the daily tracking charts. Furthermore, she assisted in developing several other questions. All of the surveys will
be translated in Mulyalam on Wednesday, July 2 and distributed to the 15 beneficiaries within the next two weeks.

Visit 3: 4/07/08
On Friday 4/7/08, Shachi, Ashika, and Andy again
went to Thrissur to attend the beneficiary meeting held
at the Thrissur RAJAGIRI-CASP office. The purpose
of this meeting was to provide an orientation to the
beneficiaries regarding their accounting books. Mr.
Ramdas gave a short presentation instructing the
women on how to handle their accounts. He explained
that each entry should entail the date, name of activity,
and amount of income and expenditure. TMs. Nalini
also walked around and ensured that each woman
knew how to track all her accounts. The students also
had the opportunity to explain the daily tracking charts
they created to Mr. Ramdas, and he showed the
beneficiaries how to use these charts. They seemed
satisfied and comfortable with using such a format.
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Appendix 8: Summary of Entrepreneurs

Annie Princy Ghose
Age: 46
Standard: X
Address: Chittalapilly kunnnath(H);
Parappur(P.O)

Project sanctioned for: Goat
Name of Breed/Litter: CB
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Goat

15000/0/8550/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Age

Education

Occupation

Monthly income

Princy
Preeni
Athina

Husband
Daughter
Daughter

49
15
13

X
X
VIII

Watchman
Student
Student

3000

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Goat
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Insurance for goat
Medical Insurance for Family
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)
Account Opening charges

8550/360/3438/478/197/500/13523/-

Total

Insurance detail
Name of the company

Sum
insured

Premium

Policy No

Period of
insurance

United India Insurance Co. Ltd

8500

748

100600/47/08/41/00000196

1year

Account details
Name of the Bank

Account Number Amount

Vilvattam Service Co-Operative Bank

15000
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Spend
13523

Balance
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Lisy Patharose
Age: 38
Standard: VI
Address: Chondal (H)
P.O.Ramavarmapuram,
Nellikkadu,
Perepadom,
Ph:9388110192

Project sanctioned for: Goat
Name of Breed/Litter: CB
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Goat

15000/550/10000/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Age

Education

Occupation

Monthly income

Vareth
Mary
Pathrose
Liji
Princy

Father
Mother
Husband
Daughter
Daughter

71
67
40
15
12

III
X
VI

Daily Wage
Student
Student

2000

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Goat
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Insurance for goat
Medical Insurance for Family
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

10000/380/4000/740/330/100/-

Total

15550/-

Account details
Name of the Bank

Account Number

Vilvattam service Cooperative Bank

Amount

Spend

15000

15550

Balance

Insurance detail
Name of the company

Sum insured

Premium

United India Insurance Co.
Ltd

10000

740

Policy No

Period of insurance
1year
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Mini Wilson
Age: 36
Standard: VIII
Address: Payyapalli (H)
P.O.Ramavarmapuram,
Nellikkadu,
Perepadom,
Ph:9388606968

Project sanctioned for: Goat
Name of Breed/Litter: CB
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Goat

15000/0/13500/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Wilson
Manu
Manju

Husband
Son
Daughter

Age

Education

41
15
13

Occupation

X
X
IX

Monthly income

Mason
Student
Student

2800

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Goat
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Insurance for goat
Medical Insurance for Family
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

13500/400/3000/850/248/100/-

Total

18098/-

Insurance detail
Name of the company

Sum insured

Premium

United India Insurance Co. Ltd

13500

850

Policy No

Period of insurance
1year

Account details
Name of the Bank

Account Number

Amount

Spend

Vilvattam service Cooperative Bank

5205

15000

18098
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Mary Simon
Age: 41
Standard: X
Address: Kolaberath (H)
P.O.Ramavarmapuram,
Nellikkadu,
Perepadom

Project sanctioned for: Goat
Name of Breed/Litter: CB
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Goat

15000/0/8500/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Age

Education

Occupation

Monthly income

Simon
Jeena
Gickson
Jisna

Husband
Daughter
Son
Daughter

46
13
12
10

VII
IX
VIII
VII

Mason
Student
Student
Student

2500

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Goat
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Insurance for goat
Medical Insurance for Family
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

8500/360/4000/478/548/100/-

Total

13896/-

Insurance detail
Name of the company

Sum insured

Premium

United India Insurance Co.
Ltd

8500

478

Policy No

Period of insurance
1year

Account details
Name of the Bank

Account Number

Amount

Spend

Balance

Vilvattam service Cooperative Bank

5389

15000

13986

1014
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Betty Pappachan
Age: 37
Standard: X
Address: Edakalathur (H)
P.O. Parapur

Project sanctioned for: Goat
Name of Breed/Litter: CB
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Goat

15000/0/6000/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Age

Education

Occupation

Monthly income

Pappachan
Deena
Jeena
Bipin

Husband
Daughter
Daughter
Son

42
14
12
9

X
IX
VIII
IV

Merchant
Student
Student
Student

3000

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Goat
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Insurance for goat
Account Opening charges
The cost utensils
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

6000/240/2000/393/600/120/172/-

Total

9525/-

Account details
Name of the Bank

Account Number

State Bank of India

Amount

30400318719

Spend

15000

Balance

9525

5475

Insurance detail
Name of the company

Sum insured

Premium Policy No

Period of
insurance

United India Insurance Co. Ltd

7000

393

1year

100600
/47/08/41/00000197
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Preetha Sathan
Age: 36
Standard: VI
Address: Chvarattail (H)
Ponnore(P.O)
Parappur
Ph:2285678

Project sanctioned for: Goat
Name of Breed/Litter: CB
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Goat

15000/0/9000/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Age

Education

Occupation

Monthly income

Sathan
Jithu
Midhun

Husband
Son
Son

45
16
14

X
X
IX

Poochari

3000

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Goat
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Insurance for goat
Medical Insurance for Family
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

9000/464/3000/506/548/240/-

Total

13758/-

Insurance detail
Name of the company

Sum
insured

Premium

Policy No

Period of
insurance

United India Insurance Co.
Ltd

9000

506

100600/47/08/41/00000209

1year

Account details
Name of the Bank

Account Number

Amount

Spend

Balance

Dhanalakshmi Bank

30110/1393

15000

13758

1242
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Sarojini
Age: 46
Standard: VIII
Occupation: Tailor
Address: Nadathuruthi (H)
Parappur(P.O)
Ph: 289026

Project sanctioned for: Goat
Name of Breed/Litter: CB
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Goat

15000/0/7000/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Age

Education

Occupation

Monthly income

Karappan
Chandrika
Sanitha
Sabitha

Brother
Brother’s wife
Daughter
Daughter

49
47
21
19

III
IX
Degree
X

Coolie

3000

Tailoring

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Goat
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Insurance for goat
Account Opening Charges
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

7000/380/4000/450/500/200/-

Total

13030/-

Insurance detail
Name of the company

Sum insured

Premium

United India Insurance Co. Ltd

7000

450

Policy No

Period of insurance
1 year

Account details
Name of the Bank
State Bank of India

Account Number

Amount

Spend

Balance

15000

13030

1970
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Annie Thomas
Age: 36
Standard: X
Address: Thanikkal (H)
Ponnore (P.O)
Ph: 04872286960

Project sanctioned for: Cow
Name of Breed/Litter: CB/ 8 Liter
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Cow

35000/9699/19800/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Age

Education

Occupation

Monthly income

Kunjannamma
Thomas
Nelson
Nincy

Mother
Husband
Son
Daughter

83
46
15
13

VII
X
VIII

Tailoring
Student
Student

500

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Cow
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Insurance for cow
Account Opening Charges
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

19800/2520/20000/1124/155/1100/-

Total

44699/-

Insurance detail
Name of the
company

Sum
Premium
insured

Policy No

Period of
insurance

United India Insurance Co.
Ltd

20000

100600/47/08/01/00000164

1 year

1124

Account details
Name of the Bank

Account Number

Amount

Spend

State Bank of India

14689

35000

44699
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Balance
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Jayashree
Age: 35
Standard: VIII
Address: Pammukkal(H), Ponnore (P.O)
Ph:9349945279

Project sanctioned for: Cow
Name of Breed/Litter: Sindhy/ 8 Liter
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Cow

35000/9699/16000/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Age

Education

Occupation

Monthly income

Devakaran
Keerthi
Krian

Husband
Daughter
Son

45
17
14

X
+2
IX

Salesman
Student
Student

3000

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Cow
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Insurance for cow
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

16000/3745/14556/1124/200/-

Total

35625/-

Insurance detail
Name of the
company

Sum
Premium
insured

Policy No

Period of
insurance

United India Insurance Co.
Ltd

20000

100600/47/08/01/00000

1 year

1124

Account details
Name of the Bank
Society ( Parapur)

Account Number

Amount

Spend

35000

35625

42

Balance
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Nalini P.S.
Age: 30
Standard: Degree
Address: Alamelu(H) R.V Puram (P.O)
Nellikadu Mobile No:9388556954

Project sanctioned for: Cow
Name of Breed/Litter: CB/ 8 Liter
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Cow

35000/3004/18000/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Kamala
Balasubramanian
Reshmi
Ajith
Anand

Mother
Husband
Sister
Son
Son

Age

Education

53
36
21
9
7

Occupation

VI
VI
X
III
I

Monthly income

Business

3000

Student
Student

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Cow
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Insurance for cow
Medical Insurance for Family
Fee for milking
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

18000/3000/14500/1124/730/300/350/-

Total

38004/-

Insurance detail
Name of the
company

Sum
Premium
insured

Policy No

Period of
insurance

United India Insurance Co.
Ltd

20000

100600/47/08/01/00000211

1 year

1124

Account details
Name of the Bank

Account Number

Amount

Spend

Society ( Parapur)

6173

35000

38004
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Balance
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Reena Johson
Age: 37
Standard: PDC
Address: Morokki (H) Edakalathoor (P.O)
Parapur Ph:04872285449

Project sanctioned for: Cow
Name of Breed/Litter: Crowin/ 14 Liter
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Cow

35000/0/20000/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Age

Education

Occupation

Jose
Celina
Sally
Saneesha

Father
Mother
Daughter
Daughter

66
60
15
12

X
VIII

Student

Monthly income

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Cow
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Insurance for cow
Medicine
Fee for milking
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

20000/4500/7500/1124/300/100/200/-

Total

33724/-

Insurance detail
Name of the
company

Sum
Premium
insured

Policy No

Period of
insurance

United India Insurance Co.
Ltd

20000

100600/47/08/01/00000113

1 year

1124

Account details
Name of the Bank

Account Number

Amount

Spend

Balance

SBI

00000010584373494

35000

33724

1276
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Sajeena Francis
Age: 34
Standard: PDC
Address: Kondakulakkara (H)
Ponnore (P.O) Ph:04872286850

Project sanctioned for: Cow
Name of Breed/Litter: Crowin/ 8 Liter
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Cow

35000/0/18000/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Age

Education

Occupation

Monthly income

Mary
Francis
Princy
Pritty
Printo

Mother
Husband
Daughter
Daughter
Son

76
42
13
11
12

VI
IX
VII
VII

Farmer
Student
Student
Student

500

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Cow
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Insurance for cow
Medical Insurance for Family
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

18000/3000/4000/1124/548/200/-

Total

26872/-

Insurance detail
Name of the
company

Sum
Premium
insured

Policy No

Period of
insurance

United India Insurance Co.
Ltd

20000

100600/47/08/01/00000118

1 year

1124

Account details
Name of the Bank

Account Number

Amount

Spend

Balance

Society (Parapur)

13072

35000

26872

8128
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Sisily Wilson
Age: 35
Standard:VII
Address: Pankkal (H) R.Vpuram(P.O)
Villadom Ph:9387017100

Project sanctioned for: Quail
Name of Breed/Litter: CB
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Quail

15000/0/5700/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Age

Education

Occupation

Monthly income

Wilson
Smijhon
Gejojohn

Husband
Son
Son

43
14
12

X
IX
VII

Contractor
Student
Student

3000

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Quail
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

5700/4800/8000/250/-

Total

18750/-

Account details
Name of the Bank
SIB

Account Number

Amount

Spend

15000

18750
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Vanaja Rahy
Age: 35
Standard: Degree
Address: Muringathery House
Ponnore P O, Parappur Via
Ph: 0487 2286040

Project sanctioned for: Quail
Name of Breed/Litter: CB
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Quail

15000/10200/5700/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Age

Education

Occupation

Monthly income

Raphy
Raina
Riya
Ronia

Husband
Daughter
Daughter
Daughter

41
15
13
11

X
IX
VIII
VI

Alteration
Student
Student
Student

3000

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Quail
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

5700/4800/14000/700/-

Total

25200/-

Account details
Name of the Bank
Dhanalakshmi Bank

Account Number

Amount

Spend

15000

25200
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Sumi Shynoj
Age: 25
Standard: X
Address: Muringathery House
Ponnore P O, Parappur Via
Ph: 0487 2286040

Project sanctioned for: Quail
Name of Breed/Litter: CB
Description

Amount

Contribution From K.P. Paul
Contribution from beneficiary
Cost of Quail

15000/6885/5700/-

Family
Name

Relationship

Age

Education

Occupation

Monthly income

Ayyappankutty
Saroja
Shynoj
Devika
Dheeraj

Father
Mother
Husband
Daughter
Son

65
55
35
05
02

VII
VIII
X
UKG

Goldsmith
Student

5000

Expenses To Date
Description

Amount

Purchase of Quail
Concentrate Feed
Construction of Shed
Other Costs (traveling, Doctors fees, etc.)

5700/4800/11200/185/-

Total

21885/-

Account details
Name of the Bank

Account Number

Amount

Spend

SBT

67008481302

15000

21885

48

Balance

